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EDITORIAL

Dear colleagues and partners,

For the past few weeks, our country has been faced with a pandemic of unprecedented consequences,
significantly affecting not only our site but also the rest of France’s nuclear fleet.

With regard to the current situation and for the duration of the pandemic, we would like to remind
everyone of our two key priorities, which are to protect the health of all EDF and contract personnel
coming onto the Flamanville-3 site, as well as to continue monitoring our industrial assets and keep
them safe.
Since the 2nd of March we have set up a task force, the role of which is to implement the measures
supporting these priorities as proactively as possible. This structure obviously liaises closely with its
corporate counterparts, with contract companies, with the public authorities and with all the station’s
stakeholders including the occupational health service. Staff representatives are also closely involved in
our efforts to deal with these exceptional circumstances.

In the middle of March 2020, we made the decision to minimise the number of activities on site,
thereby drastically reducing the number of people physically present at Flamanville 3. We have also taken
stringent measures to disinfect all areas and to provide all the logistical means for adhering to our new
standards. As part of our Business Continuity Plan (BCP), we have made teleworking measures a standard
practice. We are confident that the site has all the human and material resources it needs to maintain
extremely high levels of health and safety during the performance of work falling within the scope of
the BCP.

Your leaders and companies have been briefing you regularly on the practical arrangements associated
with these measures, which are being reinforced on site. Kindly abide by these measures as strictly as
possible. We have established collective cleaning arrangements that are explained in this handbook. Most
importantly however, environmental-hygiene standards (regular washing of hands, keeping a one-
metre distance from others, coughing or sneezing into your sleeve or a disposable tissue) must be
strictly applied.
We are asking you to do this for yourselves and for all those people you interact with. Last but not
least, abide by these rules in your home environment in order to protect yourselves, your loved ones
and your colleagues on site.

The health situation in our country is evolving fast and further preventive measures may still be required.
We – your line managers and station leadership – will inform you of any changes as early as possible and
where appropriate, adjust our arrangements to protect your health.

We know that we can count on your commitment in such unprecedent circumstances, which have placed
considerable restrictions on your day-to-day lives. You can count on the commitment and understanding
of all the station’s management levels who will be supporting you as you continue to carry out your work
by taking the necessary measures to keep each and every one of you safe and healthy, and by maintaining
the quality of our industrial assets that will underpin our high operational safety standards after the EPR is
commissioned. We must work together to implement the right measures and keep a cool head so that we
can face the coming weeks as calmly as possible. This entails a gradual and controlled resumption of
construction and commissioning work.
Dear colleagues and partners working at Flamanville 3! We are doing our utmost to provide you with
working conditions that meet the highest health and safety standards. You can count on us.

Now more than ever before, take care of yourselves and your loved ones.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW
 Corporate overview posted on the ONE FLA3 community platform (VEOL).
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Direct transmission of the virus occurs
through tiny infected droplets that a person
transmits to others when speaking or coughing,
etc. These droplets come into contact with the
mucous membranes (nose, lips, mouth, eyes)
and infect others. In order to minimise direct
transmission, abide by the following rules:

1. Keep more than 1 metre away from other
people and avoid direct skin contact. Holding
face-to-face conversations significantly
increases the risk of transmission.

2. Cough/sneeze into your elbow or into a
disposable tissue to minimise the transmission
of droplets to others and especially to your
hands, which can also indirectly transmit
infection.

The virus is not indirectly transmitted
through the skin of the hands but when the
hand or infected glove comes into contact with
the mucous membranes (mouth, lips, nose,
eyes). In order to minimise indirect
transmission, abide by the following rules:

1. Wash your hands once an hour for at
least 20 seconds, making sure you wash all
parts of the hand: palms, back of hand,
space between the fingers, edges of the
hand, fingers, thumbs, fingernails.

2. Clean your workstation and equipment
(mouse, keyboard, telephone, etc.) at least
twice a day.

Washing hands with soap and water is just
as effective as washing them with hydro-
alcoholic sanitiser. However, remember to
wipe your hands dry with disposable paper
towel, close the tap and open the door using the
same paper towel before throwing it in the bin,
in order to avoid becoming re-infected.

If hygiene rules are not followed, tiny infected
droplets can settle on your gloves and spread
across all the surfaces you touch (including
mucous membranes, etc.). People wearing
gloves may acquire a false sense of security
and consequently wash their hands less
frequently, remembering that handwashing is
the only real means of protecting oneself from
the virus. Note: never touch the outer part of
your gloves with infected or improperly washed
hands as this would make their use completely
futile. Wearing gloves without replacing them
regularly and without thoroughly washing
your hands once an hour will not reduce the
risk of spreading the virus.

If environmental-hygiene standards are not
strictly applied, the use of a mask will not
effectively prevent the spread of the virus. An
improperly worn or improperly used mask does
not protect against infection as many people
subconsciously touch their face underneath
their mask with their infected hands or gloves.
Only a properly used mask combined with
strict adherence to hygiene rules can reduce
the risk of spreading the virus.
Gloves and masks should be considered as
PPE. People need to be properly informed
about their use in order to make sure they
are effective.

COVID-19
Did you know?

DIRECT TRANSMISSION

INDIRECT TRANSMISSION

GLOVES

MASKS

If you are feeling unwell (fever,
headache, body ache, coughing,
diarrhoea, etc.) you must stay at
home and await instructions from
your manager and company doctor.

 Virus spreaders and preventive
measures
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THE 7 ENVIRONMENTAL
HYGIENE STANDARDS

It is important that all workers
preventively apply the 7 environmental-
hygiene standards to ward off the virus:
 Stay at home if you are ill,
 Do not shake hands or kiss each

other,
 Keep a distance of at least 1 metre

from others,
 Cough or sneeze into your elbow or

into a disposable tissue,
 Wash your hands regularly with soap

and water or with a hydroalcoholic
sanitiser if no water is available,

 Avoid touching your face, especially
your nose and mouth,

 Use disposable tissues.

MORE 
INFORMATION...

Visit the Vivre EDF 
Online community 
platform (VEOL), 
"Health & Safety", to 
find all the information 
you need on preventive 
practices:

Coronavirus: latest 
information.
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https://www.myelectricnetwork.fr/web/sante-et-travail/lire-detail/-/asset_publisher/PQc9CjVjn0Of/content/chine-un-nouveau-coronavirus-2019-ncov-des-cas-averes-dans-d-autres-pays-d-asie-en-europe-et-en-amerique-du-nord-29-01-2020?typeGroup=veol


REGULAR 
HANDWASHING
Apply the right practices. Wash your hands regularly with soap and water. 

 Before and after meals; after going to the toilet
 After blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing
 After coming into contact with a sick person
 Every time you go home
 Once an hour

WHEN SHOULD ONE WASH ONE’S HANDS ?
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Wet your hands with water

Pour soap into the hollow of your hand

Rub your hands together for 15 to 20 seconds: fingers, 
palms, top of hands and wrists

Lace your fingers together to clean the spaces 
between your fingers

Remember to clean your fingernails

Rinse your hands with water

Dry your hands using a disposable wipe if available

Close the tap using the wipe and throw the wipe in a bin



HYDRO-ALCOHOLIC 
SANITISER

Apply the right practices when using 
hydro-alcoholic sanitiser. 

 Wash your hands with soap and
water wherever possible. If these
are not within easy reach,
washing your hands with hydro-
alcoholic sanitiser provides
effective protection against
coronavirus.

WHEN SHOULD
ONE USE IT?
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Pour a dollop into the hollow of your hand

Palm against palm

Palm against back of hand

Fingers interlaced

Palms / fingers

Fingernails

Thumbs

Wrists

No rinsing No wiping



ENTERING AND 
EXITING THE SITE

 There are floor markings that
indicate the one-metre distance to be
kept between people when entering
the site.

 The trays provided for your
personal belongings when
passing them through the X-ray
machines are cleaned several times
a day.

 Hydro-alcoholic sanitiser is
provided just in front of the X-ray
machines and after the site-
security turnstiles (N.B. This does
not exempt you from washing your
hands upon arrival at your
workstation).

ENTRY AND EXIT

After putting my belongings through
the X-ray machine, I disinfect my
hands.

Plexiglass shields have been
installed in order to protect site-
security personnel.9

GOOD 
PRACTICE !

In order to avoid touching 
badge readers and lift 

buttons, remember to key 
in your security code and 

press the lift buttons 
using the corner of your 
badge. Push the turnstile 

with your elbow !

Floor markings indicate the safe one-
metre distance.



Surgical masks are an additional
environmental-hygiene measure.
Environmental-hygiene measures form the
basis of health precautions and must be used.

The purpose of a surgical mask is to
protect other people. Even though they can
mitigate infection of the wearer, their main
purpose is to protect others from direct spatter
(during conversations) and indirect spatter (to
avoid infecting surfaces).

INTRODUCTION

DISTRIBUTION

 Since Monday the 27th of 
April, it is mandatory to wear 
a surgical mask on site.
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Masks are distributed in packs of 2 (one
per half-day) at the Flamanville-3 site
entrance.
As people need to be identifiable during site-
security checks at the entrance, masks are
distributed right after these checks are
performed (after the X-ray machines).

Masks are distributed at peak arrival times.
For the rest of the time, people coming onto
site are provided with envelopes each
containing 2 masks. This is managed by
Lancry personnel.

DISTRIBUTION 
OF MASKS

After receiving their masks, people will pass
through the turnstiles before donning their
masks so as to avoid overcrowding inside
the turnstile access area (PAS).

People leaving the site for lunch will not
be given a mask when returning.
During breaks (lunch, meals or for other
reasons) where masks need to be
temporarily removed, the minimum distance
between people must be kept. More
specifically, when taking a smoking break in
the dedicated smoking areas, the minimum
distance between smokers must be kept in
order to prevent the risk of infection while the
surgical mask is being removed.

Be extremely careful when handling your
own mask, both when removing it and
putting it back on.

Handwashing is mandatory before and after
each break.

N.B. Extra masks will not be provided
to smokers. It is their responsibility to
properly apply environmental-hygiene
standards during cigarette breaks and
to keep their masks with them during
the break.



WEARING OF SURGICAL 
MASKS
Surgical masks are worn in order to prevent wearers from transmitting 
particles through droplets or through the air.
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As of April the 27th, surgical masks will be handed out to all people coming onto site at 
the site entrance. From this date onwards, the wearing of masks is mandatory 
everywhere on site (with the exception of eating and smoking areas). Wearing a mask 
does not exempt you from applying environmental-hygiene measures.



FACILITIES AND 
ARRANGEMENTS
MASK DISPOSAL BINS

Bins for disposing of used masks have
been placed at various locations around
the site:
- In the main control room,
- In the site entrance area (PAS)

between the exit turnstiles and X-ray
machines,

- On the ground floor of the operational
service centre, cliff side, next to the
COLIMO terminals.
The number of collection points will be
gradually increased from the 27th of
April onwards.
Please use these bins for their
intended purpose only.

FLAMANVILLE-3 
MEDICAL CENTRE

The site medical centre will reopen as soon
as work resumes. At least one nurse will
be there during the week in normal
business hours.

REVISION OF THE 
GENERAL SAFETY 

COORDINATION PLAN 
(PGC) AND ADDENDUM 
TO THE SITE-SPECIFIC 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 

PLAN (PPSPS)

The PGC will be revised by the 28th of
April to include the COVID-19 risk and will
also contain an appendix specific to this
risk, including requests that contract
companies will need to address.
Contract companies will have to include an
addendum in their PPSPS in response to
these specific requests. The Covid risk will
also be addressed through job-specific risk
assessments, reviewed and approved by
the respective craft.

PERSONNEL AND 
GOODS LIFTS

For safe distancing purposes, a maximum
number of people has been agreed in
personnel and goods lifts. Please keep to
this limit.

OPENING OF DOORS

Due to these exceptional circumstances,
certain doors (not fire doors) are being kept
open by means of door stays to prevent
people from touching door handles.
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For health
reasons, the
disposal of their
contents is
subject to a
special procedure
(double bagging).
They may only be
used for
disposing of used
masks.



SITE ACCESS

 During the first weeks of return to work and
as a temporary measure, the site parking
lot will be accessible to all light 4-wheel
vehicles. During the gradual resumption of
work, everyone will be able to get to the
site without having to use off-site shuttle
services.

 Car-share parking lots (at the bottom of the
cliff and RIE) will also be made accessible
to everyone.

PARKING LOTS OFF-SITE SHUTTLE BUSES

ON-SITE SHUTTLE BUSES 
 On-site shuttle buses will be returned to

service when work is resumed.

 Inside these buses, environmental-hygiene
measures will consist of the following:

o Regular bus disinfection,
o One row in two; one seat in two in a

quincunx pattern (five points arranged in a
cross with four of them forming a square
and a fifth at its centre like the “5” on a
dice),

o Passengers leaving the bus will get off
before other passengers can board in
order to maintain a unidirectional flow.

• Shuttle frequency will be adapted to the
number of people working on site in order to
minimise queuing.

 Nearby parking lots that are used by all
people going onto site or by off-site shuttles
coming from Cherbourg and Valognes as
well as from satellite parking lots will not be
returned to service during the first weeks
of return to work.

 When they are subsequently returned to
service, environmental-hygiene measures
will consist of the following:

o Regular bus disinfection,
o One row in two; one seat in two in a

quincunx pattern (five points arranged in a
cross with four of them forming a square
and a fifth at its centre like the “5” on a
dice).

• Shuttle frequency will be adapted to the
number of people working on site in order to
minimise queuing.

INVALIDATION OF SITE-
SECURITY PASSES

 If you have not gone onto site for a long
period of time, make sure – before you
arrive – that you remember your access
code.

 Ordinarily, security passes belonging to
people who have not gone onto site for a
period of one month are invalidated.
These people need to go to the
Flamanville 1-2 main gatehouse to have
their pass re-activated.

As an exceptional measuring during
the COVID period, this limit has been
extended to 3 months.

 People having gone onto site at least once
in the past 3 months will not have to report
to the Flamanville 1-2 gatehouse.
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MEAL 
ARRANGEMENTS

 Food trucks will be reopened for the return
to work. Their number will be adapted to the
number of people on site. Food truck
queuing distances will be marked on the
ground. Food truck managers have
undertaken to abide by environmental-
hygiene measures. Payment arrangements
will be determined by the food truck
manager: Depending on the food truck, some
may require contactless payment by card or
payment with the exact amount of cash.

 The kitchen in the operational service
centre (POE), strictly reserved for POE
personnel, will be open. Kindly wash your
hands systematically before and after meals
in order to protect yourselves collectively. We
ask you to also wash your hands before each
use of the micro-wave ovens.

 Chairs have been stuck down in order to help
you keep a minimum distance from other
people. A space equal to the size of a free
space must be left between each person.

 AS AN EXCEPTIONAL MEASURE, people
who cannot find a place may eat in their
offices.

 People who have an office are kindly
requested to leave some space for those
who do not have an office.

ON-SITE MEAL 
ARRANGEMENTS

DIELETTE

La Cambuse
7 Port Diélette,
Tel: 02 33 03 18 52

In order to provide you with optimal living
conditions during this exceptional
COVID-19 situation, we have appended a
list (below) of take-aways located near
Flamanville NPP.

La Pizza Garnie
Intermarché parking lot,
Tel: 02 33 52 32 06

Un trait de cerise
1 Les Fleuris, 
Tel: 02 33 95 00 43

TAKE-AWAY MEALS

LES PIEUX

 For hygiene purposes, drink dispensers
have been taken out of service. Water
fountains have been kept in service.
Remember that handwashing is mandatory
before using water fountains.

 The contractor restaurant will be closed
during the first weeks following return to
work. Re-opening arrangements will be
explained at a later stage.

 Contractor dining rooms shall abide by
all environmental-hygiene standards.
Opening hours may need to be adjusted
depending on the number of people on
site.

 As in normal periods, the conciergerie
(convenience service) will deliver
sandwiches and salads. People requesting
this service will need to register in order to
minimise contact when paying.

Before going to 
the eating areas, it 

is mandatory to 
wash your hands 

in the wash rooms.
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ACCOMMODATION

ACCOMMODATION 
OFFERINGS

 You can find the full range of 
accommodation offerings at:
o https://www.portail-

hebergement.fr/
o https://www.hebergements-

flamanville.fr/
 You can find all booking-centre 

guesthouses at:
https://reserver.manchetouris
me.com/

PERSONNEL 
WORKING AWAY 

FROM HOME

Contract companies employing
personnel working away from home
shall ensure that individual-
bedroom accommodation and
eating facilities are available.
As a general rule, environmental-
hygiene standards must be applied
in all locations, including off site.
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AIE (contractors’ 
association)

The AIE is a one-stop shop where
people can request all kinds of
information and seek immediate
solutions to their needs.
The AIE is able to respond or
provide the expected solutions.

• Go to: aie@aiefla3.fr

• Or read about the AIE’s
offerings at www.aiefla3.fr

https://www.portail-hebergement.fr/
https://www.hebergements-flamanville.fr/
https://reserver.manchetourisme.com/
mailto:aie@aiefla3.fr
http://www.aiefla3.fr/


TWICE-DAILY CLEANING OF:

STRICTER CLEANING
MEASURES

 Door handles (changing rooms, wash rooms,
meeting rooms, corridors, offices, etc.), pass-
reader keypads and lift buttons,

 Stairway handrails in the turbine building,
main control room, administrative buildings,

 Tables, meeting rooms and offices identified
as "essential" facilities for purposes of the
business continuity plan,

 Changing rooms, wash rooms, showers
and toilets (including prorate accounting),

 3K gates, X-ray trays, PAS entrance,
 Water fountains,
 Main control room and surrounding areas.
Cleaning is performed by special teams who use
a specific sanitising procedure and who have
been trained in the use of masks.

REMINDER
The virus is sensitive to 
cleaning products. Two 
cleaning operations a 
day are enough to 
prevent it from 
surviving on surfaces.
A study published in the 
Journal of the American 
Medical Association (JAMA) 
by Chinese teams having 
researched the subject has 
shown that twice-daily 
cleaning operations are 
effective. This cleaning regime 
is used in hospitals, for 
example.

CLEANING OF OFFICES WHEN REQUIRED

 Mobile-building offices and POE offices are
cleaned whenever used. Door seals have been
fitted for this reason. Their sole purpose is to
ensure that only offices having been occupied are
cleaned. Office occupants are able to break these
seals.

 Mobile-building and POE offices are also sanitised if they have been occupied
by persons who have been found to be infected.
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VULNERABLE 
PERSONS

The health of all workers is our priority. The healthcare
department has produced a list of high-impact pathologies. These
include :

 Patients with chronic kidney failure requiring dialysis, heart failure
 Patients suffering from liver cirrhosis
 Patients with pre-existing cardiovascular diseases (PCVD): pulmonary

arterial hypertension (non-stabilised), underlying conditions potentially
resulting in stroke or coronary heart disease, heart surgery

 Insulin-dependent diabetics or diabetics with secondary
complications (micro or macro angiopathy)

 Chronic respiratory failure requiring oxygen therapy; asthma (non-
stabilised), cystic fibrosis or any chronic respiratory failure that could
deteriorate in the event of a viral infection

 People with immunodeficiency disorders :
 Drug-induced: cancer-related chemotherapy, immunosuppressive drugs, 

immunosuppressive biotherapy and/or corticotherapy

 Uncontrolled HIV infection with CD4 < 200/mn³

 Subsequent to the transplant of solid organs or hematopoietic stem cells

 Malignant hemopathy undergoing treatment

 Metastatic cancer

 Pregnant women
 People suffering from morbid obesity

All people affected by these conditions must consult their company doctor before
returning to site. If you have a doubt or a query, feel free to consult the healthcare
department. In addition, anyone showing symptoms or having come into contact
with an infected person must quarantine themselves for 2 weeks in order to prevent
the virus from spreading and to avoid infecting other people on the site.
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INTERACTION WITH 
CONTROL-ROOM 

PERSONNEL

The FLA3 main control-room has been
classified as a "white zone" in terms of
protection against the risk of viral
infection.
The following measures have therefore
been taken :
 All work permits are retrieved from

COLIMO terminals. If people need to
speak to tagging-office personnel, this
will be done by telephone
(83642/77103)

 Number of main control-room
entries kept to a minimum; other
interactions will be telephonic
(83131/83130).

 Only hot-work permits required for
high-priority work falling within the
scope of the business continuity plan
will be issued.

RESTRICTED ACCESS TO 
CERTAIN AREAS

CHANGING ROOMS

SMOKING AREAS

For health and safety purposes and to
avoid close contact with others, changing-
room entries are being restricted to the
specifically intended use of changing
rooms.
Eating in changing rooms is prohibited.
Changing rooms may not be used as
resting areas. Checks will be carried out
for this purpose.
Each user is kindly requested to minimise
the time they spend in the changing rooms
(10 minutes max.).

Social distances are indicated by floor
markings inside smoking areas. Kindly
keep these distances to protect the health
of all workers.
In order to avoid overcrowding, please do
not spend more than 10 minutes in these
areas.
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Occupational stress
Broken trust
harassment

Gridlock
Difference

ConflictDON’T 
TRY TO DEAL 
WITH PROBLEMS BY 
YOURSELF

The existing psychological
counselling forum is making the
necessary adjustments to help
stressed workers deal with an
unprecedented public-health
crisis, especially those who may
be isolated. Calls are
confidential and anonymous.

This hotline is not authorised to provide
medical advice.

SPEAK TO 
SOMEONE

Service available around the clock and 
7 days a week (phone number in green), 
as well as via chat at pros-consulte.com



COMMUNICATION SERVICE
This document is the property of EDF - Any external distribution of the present document 

or of the information that it contains is prohibited.20

ON THIS SITE WE 
KEEP THINGS CLEAN, 

SANITISE, APPLY 
ENVIRONMENTAL-

HYGIENE STANDARDS 
AND ABIDE BY SITE 

RULES.
WE ALSO LOOK OUT 

FOR EACH OTHER
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